
Name: Ollie Grey

Height: 6 foot 2 inches

Build: Athletic, muscular, broad shoulders, very male

Age: 17 Years old (bk I) 18 Years old (bk 2 + 3)

Parents are Sydney and Paige Grey

Falls in love with Brandi

Develops a close bonding relationship with Jared, Sebastian, and Latrell

Was a twin, however as far as he is aware - his twin, Summer,  died when they were twelve

Best friend is Rhys... (straight human friend)

Key Relationships: 

Charming and Naive

Serious

Works hard

Decisive

Very reliable in certain situations, rebellious is others

Personality Quirks:

Likes: Skating, music, people, self-discovery as he learns about Talent. Throughout the story he also learns Tai Chi, and how to Surf. 

Dislikes:  The thought that there are people out there hunting the Light Talent, dreams that scare him, that he misses Summer so much as he would have liked to 
have shared his new experiences with her, death, the fact that people withhold vital information from him, hates the sense of feeling lost and not knowing what 
to do, having to make a decision about what he wants out of life. 

Music Interests:  Drum & Bass, punk, dub-step, rock

Talent: Telekinesis (Air)

Manipulation of matter, space, time or energy. Ability to manipulate and control objects 
with the mind, often in ways not visible to the naked eye

Talent: Precognitive Dreams (Air)

Perception of future events before they happen.

Has no idea what he wants to do with his life

Family based, and develops even stronger bonds with his parents as life spirals out of his control

Can be impatient - with himself, as well as with others

Is secretly quite emotional

Puts the serious stuff to one side until he can deal with it properly

 Will defy orders if he thinks they are inaccurate

What are 5 things that would break this character: 
Finding out that everything he has been told is a lie. 1.
Friendship and honesty is called into question2.
Discovering that his sister Summer is still alive3.
Those closest to him dying without reason4.
.... …. (secret surprise)5.
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